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Background
Spreading Health has over the past 11 years, sponsored 65 students in Cameroon
and are also sponsoring one nurse in Uganda to upgrade to SRN level.
Cameroon is still in the throws of armed conflict which has it’s origins in the country’s
colonial past. After the first world war the German colony of Cameroon was split 80%
to France and 20% to England. At independence in 1960 the two different language
zones were joined. However, in 2017 there was a Government move to increase use
of French in courts and schools in the Anglophone sector and this led to protests and
subsequently violence. 3,000 people have apparently died since then and nearly a
million have been displaced into the bush where they are living with limited access to
resources such as housing, health, clean water and education.
Over 200 of the 7,400 health facilities have closed in the Anglophone sector but we
hear that Spreading Health nurses are generally functioning and often helping
UNICEF to find and treat families in their area.
There has never been a more important time to support healthcare in Cameroon and
indeed with Coronavirus now as well (2,200 cases and 100 deaths at 10 May (BBC
News), our nurses are even more stretched than usual. We are working on providing
extra support to buy PPE for them.
If you would like to help then please set up a standing order (details on our website)
or make a one-off donation via “Easyfundraiser” online (again details and a one-click
donate button appear on our website www.spreadinghealth.org).
We continue to work towards a new website but during these times, this is delayed.
We’re in touch on a regular basis with SHUMAS in Cameroon, however as you can
imagine, things are difficult there, as here in UK. Currently schools and Universities
etc are closed due to the pandemic.
Thank you and stay well,
Chair and Founder, Dr Peter Hearn
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SHUMAS reports
At the January
meeting at the
SHUMAS head office
in Bamenda four
SHUMAS staff met
with seventeen
students.
This year Spreading
Health has 20
students, but 3 were
absent because their
school is far away
(Shishong).
Many of the students and nurses reports mention the crisis.

At the meeting in January, the SHUMAS coordinator welcomed all the students and
apologised for not having a December meeting.
For the March reports it was impossible to meet face to face because of COVID19.
Some good news was that Lukong Blessing gave birth to a bouncing baby boy on
the 1st March.
***

THIRD YEAR STUDENTS
The six registered students for this year were all present for the January meeting:
Rita, Frederick, Joshua, Bertila, Rita, and Blessing. Only 5 submitted their reports in
March, because Blessing was busy having a baby!

ONGUM KAVANA FREDERICK
….at the Full Gospel School of Health and Biomedical Sciences
Study
Frederick’s first semester started on 7th
October 2019 with 13 courses introduced.
Frederick’s internship started on the 8th
January at the regional hospital in
Bamenda and ended on 1st February. He
worked in the Intensive care unit, the
physiotherapy unit, and the tuberculosis
unit.
The second semester began on 13th
February 2020 with 7 new courses. Frederick’s research topic was: ‘assessing the
knowledge of mothers aged 15-45 years on the production of soya beans milk for
infants and toddlers at Bamenda community”.
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Community
Frederick comes from the Benade community, which Frederick said was gradually
recovering as many people have returned there after being displaced. Diarrhea and
typhoid are still major diseases in Benade because of the absence of potable water.
Some common essential drugs are not available. The community has employed a
health care provider to manage the Health Centre especially for vaccinations. Other
challenges are not enough beds and no bedside cupboards for patients to use, no
laboratory for the proper diagnosis of common diseases, and a high number of
neonatal deaths due to the absence of delivery equipment.
Personal
Frederick said he was fine in terms of his health and he plans to work hard to pass
all his exams. He hoped God continues to guide and protect everybody throughout
the year.

JOSHUA LANTIR
….at the St Louis Institute of Health Sciences
Study
Joshua’s school resumed on 22nd
November 2019, but he didn’t start
until January. Joshua had returned
after living in the bush for months due
to the crisis.
Eleven courses were introduced, and
Joshua managed to pass six plus two
practical exams.
He began his second semester on a
clinical, community and research
internship starting on 21st January 2020 at the Martin Medical Centre. This was very
successful, and Joshua worked in all the departments in the Centre except the
laboratory. He participated and assisted in procedures in the various departments
and had good working relationship with all the staff. His research topic was “Patient
knowledge on prevention and management of gastritis”.

Community
Back in Joshua’s community the Nseh Integrated Health Centre is doing well,
although its use has dropped due to the crisis in the two neigbouring regions. There
is no electricity at the Health Centre.
Personal
Joshua said he has typhoid fever but is taking treatment and is feeling better. He
plans to prepare for the state examination.
***
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LUKONG BERTILA YULA
at St Louis Institute of Health Sciences
Study
School resumed for Bertila on 22th
November 2019 and eleven courses
were introduced. Bertila did her
research work for her internship at the
regional hospital, which ended on 21 st
February. Her topic was “Assessing
the implementation of nursing process
by nurses in the care of client”.
Registration for her final exams took
place before the COVID19 shut down.

Community
It has been difficult For Bertila to keep in touch with her community (Takijah)
because of network problems. A new Reverend Sister has been transferred to
manage the Health Centre.
Personal
In terms of her health, Bertila says she is fine, and she plans to pass her exams with
flying colors!
***
ISEH RITA YAOUMBO
….at Full Gospel School of Health and Biomedical Sciences

Study
School resumed for Rita on 7th
October and thirteen courses were
introduced along with practical
classes at the regional hospital in
Bamenda
The second semester began on 13th
February with 7 new courses, two of
which she has passed so far.
Rita’s research topic is: ”Assessment of practices in relation
to side effects of chemically fertilized vegetable in Mile 6
Mankon, Bamenda”.
Community
In January Rita’s community, the Benabinge Integrated
Health Centre, was doing well despite difficulties in drugs
transportation. Consultations had increased to 60 a month
with at least 10 patients admitted every week. But in March
Rita reported on the detention of the Chief of Centre when
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collecting drugs from Bamenda. He was transferred to Wum central and the Health
Centre has been closed till further notice.
Personal
Rita is healthy and plans to do everything possible to get a good result and recover
from the difficulties.

***

LUKONG BLESSING
….Training at the School for State Registered Nurses
Study
Blessing’s school resumed on the 15th January with ten courses. Exams were
taken before the holidays and results are still pending.
Blessing started her internship on 8th January
2020 at the hospital’s Emergency Unit. Her
research topic is “Assessment of the knowledge
and practices of teenage girls on the promotion
of menstrual hygiene”. This internship ended on
7th February 2020, and Blessing had a second
internship/ research work that started
on 27th January at the Galim District Hospital in
Mbouda.
Community
Blessing’s community is doing well but the crisis has left them without electricity.
Any Chief of Centre of Vekovi is removed by the separatist fighters so closing the
Health Centre. This means patients with serious conditions are dying.
Personal
Blessing is well now but looks back on a year of illness. She promises to work hard
and to succeed both in semester exams and certificate exams.
***
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SECOND YEAR STUDENTS
Six second year students attended the January meeting and sent their reports in
March – Melissa, Benis, Cyril, Mispa, Elizabeth and Lenita. Three more students
from Shishong did not attend the meeting and did not send reports.

FANFON MELISA YENS
….at St Louis Health Centre
Study
Melisa resumed classes on 14th September 2019 at
St Louis Health Science Centre which specialises in
Midwifery. Melisa took exams in eleven courses in
January 2020 and passed eight with three to re-sit.
She has been asked to fill the forms in preparation for
the internship which will take place from 11 th April to
14th May.

Community
Melisa’s community Health Centre at Meluf has increased the number of
consultations recently and Melissa says this shows how the people in her community
are making their health a priority. She will be there during her internship in April.
Personal
Melisa is recovering from malaria and plans to study well in Midwifery and achieve
her goals and to keep the candle of Spreading Health burning nonstop.

MBIBEE BENIS K
………..at Full Gospel School of Health and Biomedical Sciences in Bamenda
Study
Benis resumed school this semester on 7th January. The courses introduced were
Microsoft word and excel, community nursing, blood diseases. Benis registered as a
Higher National Diploma (HND) student but the school is advising her to change to
State Registered Nurse (SRN) studies. This will mean a
fee increase.The second term is to start on the 26th of
March but the school was shut down due to COVID19.
The results from the first semester are out and she is
having to re-sit two courses.
Benis is currently doing a community internship at
Mulang integrated Health Centre. Her research study is
on “pelvic inflammatory disease’.
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Community
Benis has not heard from her own community (Kevu) for a while now due to network
problems. She has written to them on WhatsApp but has no reply yet.
Personal
Benis describes herself as strong and healthy except for stress caused by having her
phone stolen and her landlord is threatening to throw her out because she has no
money for the rent. Despite this she plans to study hard and pass her exams.

ADOH CYRIL FONKI
at the Florence Nightingale Higher Institute for Health
Study
For Cyril classes began on 7th January with nine
new courses. The first semester results are out
now and he passed 9 out 12 courses. The
second semester classes started before the
COVID19 pandemic struck. Cyril did his
internship at the Azire Integrated Health Centre
for one month.

Community
In his home community Beba Batomo Integrated Health Centre is partially
functioning, and as of February there were 23 new consultations. The immunisation
programs was very successful. The Chief of Centre is a health provider from a
neighbouring health centre. There are difficulties in drugs and vaccines
transportation because roads are blocked. Recently there was an attack on the
Health Centre and many items were stolen, including a microscope, drugs, and the
belongings of the former Chief of Centre.
The problem faced in this area is often accessibility of drugs because of the
presence of the separatist fighters who are always suspicious of whatever is coming
into the community.
Personal
Health wise, Cyril said he was very strong and healthy. He has some challenges in
reading and understanding the course materials but plans to do his best to come out
with outstanding examination results, and he thanks SHUMAS for always following
them up.

***
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KUM MISPA YEJUANDE
at the Full Gospel Integrated Health Centre in Benakuma.

Study
Mispa resumed
school on 7th of
October. Twenty
courses were
introduced The
school has been
relocated to Nchobo
because of
uncertainty in the
area. Mispa’s
internship started on the 8th January at Atuakum Integrated Health Centre. The first
semester results are out and Mispa has only one course to re-sit.
The second semester introduced 14 courses. Classes began but the school was
shut down due to the COVID19.
Community
With regards to news from her community, Mispa says that Beteh Integrated Health
Centre Benakuma is doing well and she visited them during the holidays.
Personal
Health wise, Mispa is doing fine physically but has been disturbed since her aunt
was killed and feels traumatised whenever there are gunshots. Her aunt was shot on
6th February 2020 by the military. Mispa plans to study hard and pass her courses
despite the atmosphere and the hardship.
***
MBUNGU ELIZABETH N
…..at the National Polytechnic Bambui.
Study
Elizabeth returned to school on October 8th and
first semester classes started on 23rd October.
School resumed for the second semester on
7th January 2020
Nine courses were introduced and Elizabeth’s
internship is at St Mary Soledad Catholic Health
Centre ended on 2nd March 2020. Elizabeth
was kept busy identifying health related
problems in the Alakuma Health Centre area and the possible causes and solutions
to the problems. She visited the Fon palace, markets, schools, water catchments,
slaughterhouses and homes, and wrote her research report on clinical/community
internship to be presented in school.
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Community
Elizabeth’s own community health centre (Bawock Integrated Health Centre) is not
doing well due to the crisis and the Chief of Centre has not yet returned. The
number of patient consultations has fallen to around 8 patient each month. Without
the availability of drugs patients are usually sent to the District Health Centre in Bali.
Personal
Health wise generally fine, but Elizabeth needs to sit in front of the class to see the
board. She plans to work extremely hard to achieve the best results at the end of the
year. Her challenge is that some teachers send their notes in PDF format and her
phone cannot download them. Buying notes all the time is costly.
***
LENITA FOMBON NAHNYONGA
…..at the National Polytechnic Bambui.
Study
School started on 7th October 2019 and nine courses were introduced.
Lenita went to the Akum Holy Family Centre to
carry out both clinical and community internships.
The internships ended on 4th March and were very
successful.
Lenita carried out community health promotion and
sensitisation, conducted free HIV screening in some
schools that were operational, and wrote her report
on clinical and community internship and presented
this in school on 29th February.
These were stressful times because of unknown armed men present in the village.
Also, accommodation was very expensive because they were asked to pay
150000frs for an apartment for one month or they would not be allowed to work in
their Health Centre
The first semester results are out, and Lenita has only one course to re-sit.
Community
In January Lenita said that in her own community, the Bali Urban Integrated Health
Centre, things had not been going well because of constant gun shots and burning of
houses around the Health Centre. Most of the workers have resigned because of the
crisis. By March Lenita has learned that the Health Centre is doing better and that
the Chief of Centre is still there despite all the challenges. The turnout of patients
has improved.
Personal
Lenita aspires to work extremely hard for herself, for her community, and for
SHUMAS and Spreading Health.
***
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FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
All the six first year students Patricia, Harriet, Larissa, Synthia, Diana and Yvette
were present at the January meeting and submitted their reports in January and
March.
EMBE PATRICIA NUMA
...at Florence Nightingale Higher Institute
Study

For Patricia school resumed on
11th November 2019 and a total
of 23 courses were introduced.
Her internship took place at the
regional hospital from 29th
February.

Community
Patricia’s community (Bokemwe) Health Centre on Buea Road is functioning well at
the moment, except for lock-down which reduces the number of patients able to be
seen.
Personal
Patricia says she is in good health and promises to work hard and pass her exams
with flying colors.
***
CHUMBOM HARRIET NYAMAH
….also at Florence Nightingale.

Study
Harriet’s classes ran for 2 weeks before she
started her internship in February. She was doing
her internship at the regional hospital and worked
in the Female Surgical and Children wards. But
had to stop due to COVID19.
Community
Her own Health Centre is functional except on
days of lock down when it is closed.
Personal
Harriet says she is healthy but still gets headaches and nose bleeds as a result of an
accident she had on Yaounde Bamenda highway.
Harriet promised to work harder and to make SHUMAS and the funders proud of her.
***
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TUAYO NODEM LARISSA
….at Florence Nightingale.
Study
School started late for Larissa due to the late publication
of the entrance examination by the Ministry of Public
Health. There were 18 courses introduced and Larisa
has taken exams in 17 of these courses and plans to
work very hard in her studies. Her internship was at
the regional hospital which started on 17 th February,
Larissa worked in the Pediatric and Male Surgical wards.
Community
Larisa’s community Health Centre is functioning well.
Personal
Larissa has been upset because her daughter and husband have both been ill.
Larissa herself has abdominal pain and after carrying out a series of tests, the
results are negative.
Other challenges are that many students are on internships at the regional hospital,
which sometimes makes it difficult to observe procedures. Most nursing procedures
are not properly carried out due to a shortage of staff.
***

NCHUINCHUI SYNTHIA
at the Training School of State Registered Nurses

Study
Synthia’s School resumed on 11th
November 2019 and 12 courses were
introduced.
Community
Synthia’s own community Health Centre
(Nambalang) is overcrowded and has
insufficient equipment, and a lack of
trained health staff.
Personal
Synthia says her health is OK and promises to work hard in order to succeed.
***
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IVAH DIANA MUHYIT
….at the Polytechnique Bambui

Study
For Diana 9 courses were introduced
when she returned to School. By
January she had taken 7 exams. By
March she learned that she had passed
all her courses during the first semester
with amazing results.
The second semester started on 3rd
March and another 12 courses were
introduced.
Diana started her internship at the regional hospital Bamenda on 13 January and
worked in the male medical and the female surgical ward
Community
Diana’s, own community health center (Ntaache) is functioning well. SHUMAS has
just given them new health equipment’s and this has allowed the number of
consultations to increase.
Personal
Diana says her health is OK and she plans to work hard and perform excellently in
her exams.

YVETTE SULIY
….at the National Polytechnic Bambui
Study
For Yvette School started on the 11th
November 2019. Yvette’s internship at the
Regional Hospital Bamenda ran from 13th
February to 5th March. She worked in the
Female Surgical ward and the Male Surgical
ward, and is now able to admit patients and
check for the vital signs, and also assist in
drug administration.
Community
Back in her community (Sop), the Chief of
Centre is not there because of the crisis. So nurses continue their work and send
reports to him.
Personal
Yvette says she is healthy and plans to work hard to achieve the best results.
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NURSES WORKING IN THEIR COMMUNITIES
Twenty nurses are working in their communities: Bennis, Clovis, Elvis and Hilda are
married with children. The five nurses who graduated in September are all in their
communities now and working hard. Problems with the Network makes it very hard
to keep in touch with them.
In January there were reports presented by two nurses:
WEPKE JANUARIUS
….back at Luh community
Januarius graduated in 2019 and started working in his
community in the September. There is a nationwide
measles rubella campaign at the moment, and Januarius
was the best vaccinator in their community. He is very
dedicated to his work.
This month has been the most successful in terms of the
number of consultations, meaning they recorded the highest
number of consultations since the Health Centre was
created.
TheHealth Centre has only three workers, two nurses and a
pharmacy attendant. No laboratory technician .
Health wise, Januarius has had a malaria attack but is now
well and strong.
The photographs are of Januarius infusing a sick patient with malaria treatment
and educating the community on the need to use the Health Centre.
The worst challenges come from the non-state armed groups, who get treated
without payment. There is also a problem with the power supply, which means
working at night is difficult. Also, getting access to drugs is a very difficult issue.
Plans for the future are to complain to the village leader about the non-state armed
groups and to ask SHUMAS to help them with solar panels, which could supply the
Health Centre with electricity. They also plan to meet with the village development
committee to ask for help to get drugs to ensure sustainability of the pharmacy.
More pictures from Januarius in March……..
Doing infusion and screening for
malnutrition using MUAC tape, and taking
vital signs; giving a baby a bath and
educating people about the need to attend
the Health Centre.
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BOBDINGA FOFUELEFAC
….at the Mantum Integrated Health Centre in Bali
Bobdinga graduated in 2016. He says they are doing better with “the small work”, but
they lack a good building. Work is in the pipeline but due to the crisis nothing can be
done yet.
Bobdinga was in Bamenda last week for a seminar/training in handling Gender
Based Violence (GBV) cases during this period of crisis. He would like SHUMAS to
organise training for them as other NGOs do.
Bobdinga has not been paid anything since 10,000frs that was given to him in
December for Christmas.

HILDA BIH BANGSI
….from the Fuanantui Health Center in Njinikom
Hilda started by saying that the past month was marked
by the long shutdown and terrible gunshots here in
Njinikom: “I thank God for keeping us alive and physically
healthy because mentally we here are all sick. I am also
happy as on 4th March it was exactly one year since I
started work in FUANANTUI.”
There are only 2 nurses which means
they work both night and day
Some statistics: 120 consultations; 8
deliveries; 8 minor surgeries; 19
hospitalisations and no deaths were
recorded. They had no outreach activities.

The community are struggling through really difficult times with a lot of poverty and
disturbances from the present crisis.
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WOSUIJI THECKLA
Yer community
Statistics: 125 consultations; 5 deliveries; 7 admissions; a good number of children
for vaccination and ANCs.
Health wise she is fine.
Her community Health Centre has no electricity and they face difficulties in the night
when there are emergencies. She hopes SHUMAS can help with solar panels.

SHUMAS report (untitled folder)
In conclusion, the SHUMAS Co-ordinator summed up the first 3 months of the year
as very challenging for Spreading Health students and nurses because of Covid 19
pandemic, but she was able to report that all are keeping safe and following the 13
preventive measures asked for by the World Health Organisation (WHO).
SHUMAS also reported on a microplanning meeting with the Ministry of Public
Health, UNICEF and WHO organised to increase the low coverage of vaccinations in
the NW and SW regions of Cameroon. SHUMAS representatives were amazed by
the appreciation for the SHUMAS/Spreading Health nurses from the District Medical
Officers. The nurses are creating a big impact in their communities.
Most of them said that the nurses sent by the Government have all run away but the
nurses trained by SHUMAS stayed because they are from these communities Gladys from Lus, Januarius from Luh, Leslie from Mejang were mentioned.
SHUMAS plans more Impact Assessments on some nurses in their communities,
and follow up reports on nurses on internships. They will soon pay the first year
students their allowance and hardship fund monies. They will pay research
allowances to third year students and complete the buying of textbooks and give
these to each student.
*** *** ***
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